
(now accounting for more than one-third of the total budget) than 
we could expect to do. The work of the Board staff therefore affords a 
rich resource of factual material for our use in appraising the function-
ing of the civilian economy. We on our part can properly be expected 
to supply the Board with projections or practicable assumptions as to 
national production, income distribution, investment outlook, market 
demand, or other matters of broad policy significance. 

With this collaboration in our current activities, the eventual staff 
service of the two agencies to the President moves in parallel lines. We 
advise him as to the maintenance of the highest attainable level of 
peacetime prosperity; they advise him as to the mobilization implica-
tions of current policies and as to steps which must be taken to attain 
maximum security in the event that we have to face an international 
emergency as a temporary interruption to peacetime economic progress. 

BUDGET 

Though given a large task, the Council is conceived as a small review 
and policy agency and had a personnel ceiling placed upon it in the 
original Act—$300,000 for staff. We have had to move slowly in 
order to secure professional staff who measure up to the exacting re-
quirements of our special function. Under a total appropriation of 
$350,000 in fiscal 1948 we showed a top figure of 17 professional em-
ployees (besides the three Council members) and 22 administrative 
and clerical employees. The last Congress reduced our appropriation 
to $300,000, and this has compelled us to forego the filling of several 
posts important for the carrying out of our basic functions and indeed 
to reduce our clerical staff by five positions. 

Our budget request for fiscal 1950 is $350,000. Hearings before 
the Appropriations Committees of the Congress have not yet been held. 

Part II. The Environment Within 
Which the Council Operates 

Unlike the Council's reports on the concrete facts and the analyses of 
the economic situation which are transmitted with the Economic Re-
ports of the President to the Congress, the Annual Reports of the Coun-
cil to the President attempt to set forth our thinking about the novel 
and difficult tasks assigned to us under the Employment Act of 1946. 
We believe that this serves a useful, democratic purpose by affording 
public officials, the business world, and the interested citizen an intimate 
glimpse into the working problems of a significant agency of their 
Government. 
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In our first Annual Report to the President we discussed the political 
philosophy of the Employment Act and the economic philosophy of 
sustained employment. In the second we treated of the meaning of 
maximum production and means of attaining it. In this third Report 
we seek to develop better understanding of the Council's role by choos-
ing as our central theme the environment within which the Council 
operates. 

The Employment Act of 1946 instituted a process of integrating na-
tional economic policies of the United States quite unlike anything in 
our past experience, in a setting very different from that of any effort 
for a similar purpose in other countries. Hence it has been necessary 
for the Council of Economic Advisers, the professional body established 
in the Executive Office by the Act, to sail uncharted seas. The dynamic 
changes of the postwar era have thrust upon the Council in its first 2 
years problems quite unforeseen by the sponsors of the legislation and 
have developed situations which have tested the usefulness of the agency. 
We here present some of the more important lessons drawn from our 
experience in undertaking to carry out the policy declared by the Con-
gress in section 2 of the Employment Act: 

The Congress hereby declares that it is the continuing policy and responsibility of 
the Federal Government to use all practicable means consistent with its needs and 
obligations and other essential considerations of national policy, with the assistance 
and cooperation of industry, agriculture, labor, and State and local governmets, to 
coordinate and utilize all its plans, functions, and resources for the purpose of creat-
ing and maintaining, in a manner calculated to foster and promote free competitive 
enterprise and the general welfare, conditions under which there will be afforded 
useful employment opportunities, including self-employment, for those able, willing, 
and seeking to work, and to promote maximum employment, production, and pur-
chasing power. 

The policy thus declared does not create a "planned economy." By 
that term, people who speak with precision designate the kind of eco-
nomic system in which the main objectives for which productive re-
sources shall be used and the means to direct them to the desired ends are 
determined by the agencies of a central government. This choice must 
always be made by someone because the desires of the people for goods 
and services always far exceed the capacity of available resources. The 
planning authorities determine what productive enterprises shall be 
undertaken; what kinds of goods and services shall be produced by each 
producing unit, and in what volume; when, how, and to whom they shall 
be distributed; and at what price. 

There is no theoretical necessity that in the planned society the po-
litical state shall be nondemocratic or that in a free economy political 
democracy must prevail. But the pragmatic need for these conditions 
in the respective systems is very great. For in what we Americans believe 
to be the only true democracy, in which the people have the right to use 
political means to further their own purposes and to combine with others 
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of like economic interests to bring about action by government, no 
planned economy could meet the test of success. The planners, having 
made their plans, would not have the power to make them come true. 
It would also be conceivable for an absolutist government to decree a 
free economy. But it is not conceivable that such a government would 
long be able to tolerate some of the collateral consequences of the free 
system; for instance, the expanding organizations of groups of capitalist 
enterprisers, workers, and farmers which are bound to arise in a free 
economy. 

A planned economy is thus markedly different in kind, and not merely 
in degree, from the free competitive economy which the Congress stipu-
lates as a continuing objective of the Employment Act. In the free 
economy, most of the decisions about economic activity are made by 
individual enterprisers. The competitive price mechanism is relied upon 
to cause enterprisers to respond to the wishes of the people about the 
goods and services that shall be produced. 

Yet the policy adopted in the Employment Act, being realistically 
responsive to modern conditions, does not arbitrarily limit the inter-
vention of Government to the "police" functions of an earlier day. It 
is designed to permit cooperative attention to those problems which 
an individual or group cannot solve alone in a highly integrated economy 
through the sheer application of competitive strength, and therefore 
to permit, where the people approve, those kinds of Government activity 
which may influence or even control some types of economic activity 
so long as they do not transform the essential character of the economy. 
The Act calls for an integration of policy toward affirmative objectives, 
rather than the random development of disconnected policies to deal 
with evils after they have appeared. It calls for foresight as well as 
hindsight. 

The Socialists and other supporters of a planned economy, believing 
that the forces leading to the severe swings of the business cycle are 
inherent in a system of free competitive enterprise, contend that there is 
an inescapable and fatal self-contradiction within the provisions of the 
Employment Act. This is not the view of the sponsors of the legislation 
nor of the members of the Council. Those involved in the framing and 
application of the Act believe confidently that our free economy can be 
directed along a fairly regular course without imposing upon it inter-
vention so extreme as to weaken private enterprise or destroy basic free-
doms of choice. 

Other conditions within which the Council must develop national 
economic policies are established by the range of economic knowledge 
and by the social, and especially the political, environment. One who 
would understand the process set up by the statute and the role of the 
Council must consider these limitations. The Council cannot offer pro-
fessional advice more certain than economic knowledge permits, and the 
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advice which it does offer must be adapted to other social policies which 
are so thoroughly accepted that it must be assumed that they will not be 
abandoned. 

T H E MEANING OF " F R E E ENTERPRISE^ 

American sentiment has always been firm in support of a system of 
free enterprise and in opposition to a planned economy. Yet our po-
litical history is replete with accounts of policies adopted by Government 
for the very purpose of influencing the economy and of restricting or con-
ditioning the choice of a course of private action. The most venerable 
of these policies is the protective tariff, justified by its advocates upon the 
ground that it is necessary in order to permit domestic industries to 
thrive. 

Federal, State, and municipal governments, likewise, have repeatedly 
furnished financial aid to promoters of transportation facilities to hasten 
regional development beyond the plans or resources of private enter-
prisers. Direct business activity by Government has by no means been 
uncommon, though bitter-end battles have frequently been waged when 
a step in this direction has been proposed. When the parcel-post system 
was established and when urban communities have undertaken to take 
over water or electric power plants, the people have made a deliberate 
choice between a wholly free economy and one in which the Government 
engages in business activities which they believed to be inadequately 
undertaken by private enterprise. 

In the field of regulation, interference by government with complete 
business freedom has existed throughout our history. In colonial days, 
this regulation extended beyond the public services in such matters as 
wages and prices. In the first half of the nineteenth century, conditions 
in the new Nation did not require much regulation. But the National 
Bank Act, passed during the Civil War, used the taxing power to wipe 
out note issues by State banks and established rigorous control of the 
activities of the national banks which it authorized. Soon after that 
war, the Midwestern States enacted what were known as the Granger 
laws, to regulate rates of railroads and grain elevators. These were 
sustained by the courts against claims of unconstitutionality upon the 
significant ground that the regulation of services and charges of public 
service businesses had been a recognized function of government since 
colonial days. 

The Interstate Commerce Act of 1887 established a pattern of regula-
tion of public utilities which has become general in Federal and State 
legislation applying to an expanding list of businesses. To the regulation 
of rates and service, there has been added the control of financial prac-
tices. The one-time privilege of the citizen to enter any lawful business 
he chose has been modified by a requirement that an official certificate 
of convenience and necessity must be issued before one may undertake a 
new public utility enterprise. This extensive and important area of 
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American business has now been almost completely covered by legisla-
tion which blends the system of free enterprise with the principle of 
public responsibility. 

Other areas of business have been placed in an intermediate position 
by regulation which merely limits the discretion of the manager. The 
Securities and Exchange Act and the Packers and Stockyards Act are 
among the more important Federal laws which have imposed some de-
gree of supervision upon activities not usually listed in the public service 
category. In the States there have also been similar trends. 

These measures, and many more, have been designed to keep business 
operations honest, orderly, and economical. They have been introduced 
mainly, but not wholly, in areas where some considerable degree of 
monopoly power was inherent or economically desirable. They have 
sought to prevent the unscrupulous operator from enriching himself at 
the expense of the buying or investing public who were not in a position 
to protect their own best interests. 

Our national policy has not been entirely free, however, from experi-
ments in government action for the direct purpose of influencing general 
economic conditions. Prior to the Great Depression, the most notable 
instance was the use by the Federal Reserve Board of the power of the new 
Reserve System to influence credit conditions. Operations under the 
National Recovery Act of 1933 were a spectacular attempt to impose 
government controls upon private business enterprise for the purpose of 
dragging prices upward from depression levels and inducing business 
revival. Government sanctions were put behind codes of practice under 
which the individual enterpriser was denied the right to fix his own 
prices, to determine the volume of his production, or to expand his facil-
ities of production. 

The congressional debate upon the bill for the Employment Act sup-
ports the history of American policy in affording an interpretation of the 
phrase, "freedom of enterprise," which is broad enough to permit the 
Council to propose comprehensive programs of taxation, monetary and 
credit control, public-works construction, regional development, and 
social welfare. How far we might properly go in proposing more positive 
controls is not made specific. The course of Federal and State legisla-
tion since the First World War does not permit the conclusion that these 
categories are frozen, but there are no clear guides by which the Council 
may determine for which businesses and under what circumstances it 
may propose positive controls beyond those applied in the past. But 
we cannot go far astray in this respect, because no proposal of this 
character by the Council or even by the President can be implemented 
without congressional consent, which in the long run involves the consent 
of the people and—where constitutional issues may be raised—of the 
courts as well. 
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The Council is specifically directed by the Act to define needed levels 
of employment, production, and purchasing power throughout the econ-
omy. This, of itself, embarks us on a task more far-reaching in scope 
and bolcjer in purpose than any previously undertaken with a Con-
gressional mandate. 

T H E MEANING OF ^COMPETITIVE ENTERPRISE^ 

The American definition of a competitive economic system, as drawn 
from our national policies, is unique. It falls far short of the theoret-
ical standard, but calls for competition far beyond the requirements of 
the economic system of any other country. 

The Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890 embodied the classical doctrine 
that in a free enterprise economy the effect of competition extends 
beyond the assurance of fair prices; it spurs the individual enterpriser 
to expand his operations and to enlarge his production. There was no 
distrust of competition nor any fear that its effects might be undesirable. 
More than 20 years later, Woodrow Wilson expressed the popular view 
when he said that he took off his hat to the businessman who by selling 
more at lower prices and by improving the quality of his product was 
able to run his competitors out of business. 

This stalwart opinion has been seriously modified since the First World 
War, if one may judge public and congressional sentiment by the series 
of statutes added to the antitrust laws. Warm admiration for the policy 
of the Sherman Act has often been expressed, but efforts to strengthen 
that policy in two substantive provisions of the statute and in the im-
provement of the enforcement process have been blocked while one 
exception from the antitrust laws after another has been provided. These 
began with the exception of exporters in the Webb-Pomerene Act of 
1918 and closed, as of this date, with the exception of the railway rate 
bureaus in the Reed-Bui winkle Act of 1948. 

The tendency toward soft competition has likewise been exhibited in 
the Robinson-Patman Act, which prohibits price-making policies pre-
viously accepted as legitimate features of hard rivalry for business, and 
in the so-called fair trade practice acts of the States which are supported 
by the Federal Miller-Tydings Act. The philosophy of the Sherman 
Act appears to be yielding to a policy of "ethical competition" which 
does not differentiate between the stability of the individual firm and the 
stability of the total economy. 

There has also been a substantive change in the structure of American 
business during the past generation, which requires a modification of the 
concept of "competitive enterprise" if the term is used to describe our 
economy as it actually exists. This change presents new problems of the 
utmost difficulty in the task of maneuvering toward economic stability 
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under a system where the direct decisions are made by private business 
managers. 

As late as when the Sherman Act was passed, the normal structure of 
competitive business contained many firms, each controlling a small part 
of the total market. In that kind of business world, the restraints upon 
competition which required attention were those arising from agree-
ments beween competitors to fix prices or to control production and those 
arising from efforts by individual firms to gain a monopoly position by 
using unfair methods of competition. The Sherman Act was appro-
priate to enforce the continuance of competition in such an environment. 
But we now find many industries dominated by a few large corporations. 
The process of concentration has proceeded so rapidly that, even before 
the war, it was reported to the Temporary National Economic Commit-
tee that four or fewer firms controlled 75 percent or more of the produc-
tion of each of the industries which together produced one-third, by 
value, of all industrial products. 

The assumption in classical doctrine that the productive resources of 
capital and labor were so fluid that they flowed readily into any profit-
making opening was supported by observable facts. But it is not true 
today of a large part of American industry, where mass-production 
methods have led to the creation of great units which alone can exploit 
the new technology. The requirements of capital and of organization of 
forces to initiate a new enterprise present a serious obstacle to the ap-
pearance of new competitors in many of our most important industries. 
These requirements also affect existing firms, and there has been a steady 
movement in the direction of increasing size as smaller units are merged 
into larger ones. 

The quality of competition becomes very different when industrial 
control becomes thus concentrated, because the viewpoint of the business 
manager changes accordingly. If the manager whose firm produces 
2 percent of the total supply sees an opportunity through more aggres-
sive or more skillful marketing methods to double his sales, he will 
not be deterred by concern about the effect upon the market price. If 
he must meet the problem of a falling market, he knows that he cannot 
prop it up by reducing or even halting his production. And so long as 
the price returns his out-of-pocket costs, there is little reason for him to 
limit his operations and reduce employment. Indeed, the instinct of the 
manager at all times is to expand his production, to seek new markets, 
and to improve his sales efforts. In times of rising markets, he is lured 
by the prospect of greater profits; when the markets are receding, and 
unit profits are falling, he responds to the even more urgent motive to 
avoid loss. Some firms in the competitive industries are always striving 
for greater production, and the efforts which they must put forth to 
market more goods force them and their competitors in turn to reduce 
cost by improving the techniques of production. 
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The managerial point of view is very different when the firm controls 
a large part of the industry, say 40 percent. A change of 10 percent or 
more in its production would increase or reduce the total supply of goods 
coming into the market in such significant degree that the market price 
would be affected. The firm may not be a monopoly by any standard of 
law, but the manager must make his decisions about production schedules 
upon considerations quite similar to those which influence the monop-
olist. If the current market price yields a highly satisfactory profit, he is 
not inspired to expand his operations forthwith; he carefully avoids 
action which might spoil the market and leave him with a smaller total 
profit on a larger volume of business. If market demand falls, he has a 
choice different from the one which the small firm in a truly competitive 
indusry must make. Instead of reducing prices in order to mitigate the 
drop in production and employment, he may try to sustain the market 
price by reducing his volume of output. 

There are few industries in this country where a single corporation 
controls as much as 40 percent of the business. But where three or four 
firms control more than two-thirds of the industry, much the same policy 
prevails. Each manager of a major firm knows that each of the others 
is similarly concerned to maintain a satisfactory market price and will 
rate his production to that end. The industry has an historical pattern 
of the share of the business to be enjoyed by each of the leaders, and 
each manager keeps within that pattern while adjusting his production 
to changes in demand. Each is confident that the one thing his nominal 
competitor will not do is to cut price in order to maintain production 
and sales. 

The administered-price industry, as it is called, is not a new phe-
nomenon. While there was no name for it at the time, President 
Theodore Roosevelt recognized it in 1908 and demanded legislation to 
abandon the effort to apply the Sherman Act to big business units and 
to substitute a policy of Government control. In his campaign as the 
candidate of the Progressive Party in 1912, he endeavored to make this 
a principal issue; but he was unable to arouse any great interest in the 
subject among the people who preferred to follow Woodrow Wilson in 
upholding the Sherman Act. Little attention was given to the defeated 
Roosevelt's program in the succeeding Congress, which added the 
Federal Trade Commission Act and the Clayton Act to the antitrust laws. 

The problem created by the administered-price industries did not 
receive congressional attention until the Temporary National Economic 
Committee was directed to study the concentration of economic power 
10 years ago. The Committee struggled with a complex situation, 
but its report proposed no specific plan to meet it. Since then several 
congressional committees have labored without producing any program 
of legislation. 
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The three most important respects in which the policies of an ad-
ministered-price industry depart from the policies of a competitive 
industry relate to the expansion of production and plant capacity, to 
the volume of employment, and to price levels. These departures have 
not yet been striking since World War II. With a strong inflationary 
situation, which has made the problem of securing materials and labor 
for full-scale operations more acute than the problems of capacity or 
price policy, there have been only a few incidents where administered-
price industries have exhibited a disposition to go slow on plant expansion 
and to reduce the volume of production. In fact, some of these industries 
have maintained some prices so far below those which would normally 
prevail in a competitive market that it has been possible for irregular 
gray markets to flourish with prices far above the official schedules. 

It is rather in periods of business recession, the economist believes, 
that the production, employment, and price policies of administered-
price industries may endanger the public welfare. It has been more than 
10 years since we have had a chance to test this conclusion. But there 
is little reason to doubt that prices will be more stable in such businesses, 
and it is probable that production and employment will drop more 
rapidly than in competitive areas, although this is sharply disputed. 
However, complications arise in final evaluation because we really do 
not know how much these areas of relative stability may aid the economy 
in the struggle to halt deflation. The economic analysis which indicates 
that the course of deflation is accelerated by the spiraling effect of succes-
sive failures also indicates that those economic groups which remain 
solvent must exercise some general stabilizing influence. 

The extensive consideration which has been given by official commis-
sions and by congressional committees to the problems resulting from the 
increasing size of business units has not yet led to any clear judgment 
about the proper national policy. It is the opinion of many students of 
the subject that the advantages of increasing size are all realized when 
a firm reaches a stature much less imposing than that of our larger cor-
porations, and that there is no reason to permit unlimited growth in order 
to secure all of the benefits of technological progress. But there is no 
agreement upon any plan to break up existing industrial giants or to 
erect positive limits to the expansion of others. 

On the other hand, few economists and few legislators are willing to 
abandon the effort to make our economy truly competitive. They do not 
accept the view of Theodore Roosevelt that our business institutions are 
those of big business and that they cannot be forced into the policy of the 
Sherman Act. Study of the problem must continue, toward the end of 
creating competitive conditions throughout industry and thereby remov-
ing the need for those positive controls which alone could protect the 
public if it cannot be protected by restored competition. 
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As we give further thought to the subject, the business world itself 
has the opportunity to influence the final decision. Restraint in price 
policy, courage in expanding facilities to meet the expanding needs of 
the people, and the display of social responsibility in supporting pro-
grams of stabilization in the interest of maximum production and em-
ployment, will go far toward adjusting the relations of business and 
government. This may offer a better solution of the administered-
price problem than can be found in legislation. The work under the 
Employment Act can make its greatest contribution toward this end, 
not necessarily by the institution of forceable policies, but rather by 
developing those analyses of how the economy as a whole functions which 
will further enlist the support of all in its smoother operation. 

The increasing concentration of industry in large corporations is re-
sponsible for the "small business problem." It exists only because there 
is also big business. If our economic machine comprised only the 3.3 
million small concerns, their problem would be that of general economic 
stability; there would be no distinct problem of small business. The 
small business problem exists because the small firm is at a disadvantage 
in competition with industrial giants, and this is implicitly recognized 
in the character of proposed measures of assistance. They are largely 
designed to afford the small businessman some special compensating 
advantage in the competitive struggle. Those most frequently cited are 
preferential treatment in the granting of Government contracts, exemp-
tion from the antitrust laws, abatement of taxes, and priority in the allo-
cation of raw materials. 

The circumstances of the small enterprise become formidable when 
it must compete with large corporations having operations so extensive 
that the processes of mass production can be installed and the cost of 
expert management, of research, and of advertising and sales promotion 
can be spread over many units of production and sales. 

Lack of capital is not a characteristic inherent in the small firm. This 
is proved by the hundreds of thousands of small businesses which are 
backed by more capital than they require. And no amount of capital 
would enable the small manufacturer to install mass-production meth-
ods; he would have to become a big manufacturer to do so. The tiny 
enterprise could, of course, employ expensive management and research 
technicians and engage in Nation-wide advertising if it h&d the money. 
But it would also have to become a big enterprise to succeed; for the cost of 
this policy, when spread over a small volume of production or sales, 
would establish a unit cost barring goods from the competitive market. 
The disadvantage of lack of capital is reflected in minor degree in in-
ability to take advantage of trade discounts upon large purchases of 
materials and of cash discounts for prompt payment, and more im-
portantly in attempting to survive periods of misfortune. 
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The very large corps of successful small firms suggests that their com-
petitive disadvantages have been somewhat exaggerated. Many of them 
prosper, it is true, because they live as satellites of the corporations which 
dominate their industry much like feudal lords. But more of them 
have proved that their counteradvantages of personal management and 
of elasticity in operations permit their survival in the competitive strug-
gle. The case cannot, however, be left at this point. Year by year, the 
control of the market is passing more largely into the hands of the large 
corporations, not only by internal growth but by the absorption of 
smaller firms. The process of expansion of large corporations by swal-
lowing the smaller continues, and the concentration of economic power 
becomes more intense. 

A recent study summarizes the social interest in small business in 
these words: 

With more than 3,000,000 centers of business initiative, the realm of small business 
offers a moving panorama of self-employment and responsibility for the employ-
ment of others, of competition for the patronage of customers, of new ideas and trials 
and errors that taken together make for a dynamic society and ensure the American 
economy against sterility. 

These are the reasons the Council of Economic Advisers must be con-
cerned with the fate of small business when it considers its responsibility 
under the Employment Act of 1946 "to develop and recommend to the 
President economic policies to foster and promote free competitive enter-
prise.55 The very existence of the problem of the administered-price 
industries warns that the competition offered by the myriad of small 
business units must not be lost but instead must be strengthened and 
expanded. A good in itself, this will also reinforce such salutary policies 
as the larger firms may themselves adopt. 

DETERMINING T H E LABOR CONTRACT 

One limitation upon the character of policies proposed by the 
Council, clearly imposed by the Employment Act, is that the fixing 
of the terms of the labor contract shall in general be left to the voluntary 
action of management and labor. In the light of our legislative and 
industrial history, the phrase "free competitive enterprise" cannot be 
interpreted otherwise. Except in a national emergency, it is settled 
national policy that employers and adult workers shall be permitted to 
make their own agreements about wages and other features of the labor 
contract, aside from legislation directed against substandard wages and 
working conditions. 

This national policy compels the economist to attempt to discern bus-
iness trends when employment, the most important single factor, is sub-
ject to specific individual decisions. Our modern economy is dependent 
upon the making of labor contracts. If they are not made, there is no 
employment, and activity is crippled at vital points. The terms of labor 
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agreements also determine whether the distribution of income affords 
inducement and opportunity for business to expand, and permits work-
ers as consumers to play their important role in the market for goods. 

Individual vagaries distort the working out of all economic theories, 
but for most purposes these may be overlooked because they are merged 
in the decisions of the mass of people. Collective bargaining in large-
scale industry elevates the sentiments of individuals into a position of 
potent influence upon economic activity and business conditions. The 
corporate manager and the labor leader make choices which permit the 
economy to continue to flourish or which accelerate its decline. 

The strategy on each side has been comparable. Each has wished to 
use all of its economic power to secure the best possible terms. Freely to 
use that power, each has opposed any move by government to join in 
the making of the labor contract or to fix it when negotiations break 
down. The ultimate economic power of labor rests in the strike. That 
of management springs from its legal control of operations and its right 
to sit tight upon its wage offer. Each has felt that its weapon must be 
bright and sharp or it will lose its effectiveness. 

Labor believes that it must not permit management to suspect that 
the workers are desirous at all costs of avoiding a strike, because then 
labor would be crowded into a corner at the collective bargaining table. 
An occasional strike, with whatever suffering it entails, and over a final 
difference which of itself may not be large, is the price labor must pay in 
order to maintain the force of its only economic weapon. The same con-
cept is responsible for the occasional decision of management to forfeit 
profits and thrust upon its stockholders heavy losses which could be 
avoided by an additional concession involving only a tiny fraction of the 
cost the strike will impose. The principle apparently is that manage-
ment must remain firm to maintain its long-run position. 

Our evolving national labor policy has expedited the organization of 
labor, and brought "equality of bargaining power" closer than a decade 
ago. The result has been the multiplication of the instances of specific 
controversy between labor and management. What was once an occa-
sional major battle has become a running skirmish which now and then 
develops an emphatic issue and a spirited contest. All of the old issues, 
except the right to organize and the 40-hour week, remain and furnish 
the cause of disputes or crises in industrial relations. To these has been 
added a long list of minor controversies about seniority, supervision, 
vacations, retirement plans, waiting time, and the interpretation of for-
mal contracts. All this may be desirable in the interest of greater social 
justice and even general economic progress or long-run stability; yet it 
increases the number of points of dispute. 

Labor and management have both been firm in their opposition to any 
plan to have the terms of the labor contract fixed by some official au-
thority when the collective bargaining process has collapsed. Even the 
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more moderate leaders on both sides, who are neither arrogant nor stub-
born and who feel keenly the burden of responsibility which they carry, 
are distrustful of any policy which would substitute official compulsion 
for their voluntary decision. In their meetings with the Council, they 
have shown their deep concern over the economic break-down caused by 
major strikes in critical industries. But they turn away from every pro-
posal of direct action by government which might finally determine the 
labor contract. 

Meanwhile, disputes generally affecting the economy remain a peren-
nial threat to the attainment of economic stabilization and maximum 
production which is the objective of the Employment Act. President 
Truman, in his State of the Union Message on January 6, 1947, pro-
posed the appointment of a joint commission to study and make recom-
mendations on "the special and unique problem of Nation-wide strikes 
in vital industries affecting the public interest." He described the prob-
lem in these earnest words: 

The Commission should be charged with investigating and making recommenda-
tions upon certain major subjects, among others: 

First, the special and unique problem of Nation-wide strikes in vital industries 
affecting the public interest. In particular the Commission should examine into 
the question of how to settle or prevent such strikes without endangering our general 
democratic freedoms. 

Upon a proper solution of this problem may depend the whole industrial future 
of the United States. The paralyzing effects of a Nation-wide strike in such indus-
tries as transportation, coal, oil, steel, or communications can result in national dis-
aster. W e have been able to avoid such disaster, in recent years, only by the use 
of extraordinary war powers. All those powers will soon be gone. In their place 
there must be created an adequate system and effective machinery in these vital 
fields. This problem will require careful study and a bold approach, but an approach 
consistent with the preservation of the rights of our people. The need is pressing. 
The Commission should give this its earliest attention. 

Second, the best methods and procedures for carrying out the collective-bargaining 
process. This should include the responsibilities of labor and management to negotiate 
freely and fairly with each other, and to refrain from strikes or lock-outs until all 
possibilities of negotiation have been exhausted. 

Third, the underlying causes of labor-management disputes. 

The one point upon which most labor and businessmen were in agree-
ment, in the ensuing congressional battle over labor legislation, was their 
opposition to any decisive intervention by the Government in a dispute 
over the terms of the labor contract. Despite many other important dif-
ferences, both the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (the Wagner 
Act) and the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 (the Taft-
Hartley Act) contemplated broadly that these terms be settled by volun-
tary action. The latter statute authorizes the President to secure judicial 
injunctions to delay work stoppages of critical national importance, but 
after 80 days both management and labor are free to choose their own 
course. 
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There is no strictly logical answer to the proposition that the concept 
of a public interest superior to any group interest, which has found its 
way into so many other fields, will ultimately impose upon the Govern-
ment the responsibility for settling labor disputes if they reach a stage 
where the national interest will not permit their continuance. And many 
prudent men would deem it better to establish a pattern for such settle-
ments before some crisis arises which might in a moment of clamor de-
velop a pattern inimical to one or both of the parties. But while this 
proposition is clear, its application is extremely difficult. In the final 
analysis, men cannot be compelled to work in a free society, and even 
where the effort has been made in societies that are not free the results 
have been poor. Besides, settlement by government does not avoid but 
rather intensifies the need for adequate standards as to what precise 
decisions will be fair to both parties, acceptable to the public, and con-
sistent with the needs of the whole economy. These standards include 
a wage structure in relation to prices that will maintain the producing 
power of industry and the buying power of labor in sound proportion. 
In the absence of such standards, no forced settlement could be desirable 
and therefore could not last. If such standards can be developed and win 
adherents, the prospects for voluntary settlements will become so bright 
that the need for compulsion would be rare indeed. 

This suggests that, while continued attention should be shown to the 
legal status of employers and workers in their relations to one another 
and to methods of dealing with serious and extensive break-downs in 
their negotiations, increasing thought should be focused upon the form 
of the labor contract as determined through the collective-bargaining 
process. In fact, except in time of war, the occasional break-down of 
negotiations may do less long-run damage to the economy than is done 
by the conclusion of many negotiations on terms which do not reflect 
the economic requirements for sustained general prosperity but reflect 
only the relative strength of the parties. Hundreds of contracts are 
signed for every one that cannot be signed; and the cumulative effect 
of working arrangements is of larger significance for the economy than 
the cumulative effect of work stoppages. Recognition of this would 
reduce the number of work stoppages by introducing broader perspective 
into wage negotiations. 

To foster these broader perspectives, it is not enough to ask in a vague 
and generalized way that management and labor each consider the 
national interest and the requirements for a prosperous economy. For 
each party tends to think that its own interest is the national interest, 
and each tends to believe that a counsel of moderation is needed only 
by the other side. 

While there is no gainsaying the fact that "far-sightedness" and 
"moderation" on the part of both management and labor are necessary, 
this can be furthered only by developing some standards shedding light 
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upon what wage or other provisions will in fact be advantageous to both 
in the long run. Without this, there is little point in asking moderation 
of workers who have a strategic position which enables them to obtain 
more, or of an employer who is in such a strong position that he can 
compel settlement upon terms less favorable to workers. 

The value of collective bargaining as the machinery to maintain labor 
peace and economic stability would be enhanced in considerable degree 
if it were possible to propose a standard of a fair wage—related to a 
given price structure—which would be at all acceptable. Neither party 
to collective bargaining would be so resolute and dogmatic if its pro-
posal had to be discussed in its relation to a generally approved standard, 
even if that standard were so general that it could not be used as a precise 
rule for any particular case. 

The proposal so often made, that there be established a process which 
will lead to an adjudication of the fair wage by some kind of tribunal, 
is based on the assumption that the determination of a fair wage or 
proper wage can be reached by the judicial process. The courts never 
hesitate to determine the countless questions of fair value, reasonable 
cost, fair prices, and the like which come before them, it is said, and the 
same method could be used to determine fair or proper wages. The 
analogy is appropriate where the controversy is over the amount due an 
individual for services he has already performed without a clear agree-
ment fixing his wages. But it has no usefulness in a controversy over a 
labor contract fixing future wage rates. In the former case, the court 
applies a definite legal standard, which is the going rate, or the customary 
rate of wages in similar employment. However, when a round of new 
labor contracts is being negotiated, the very purpose is to abandon the 
going rate of wages and to establish a different one; or to substitute new 
contract terms for the old in respect to hours of labor, vacations, retire-
ment funds, union shop arrangements, and other non-wage features of 
the labor contract. The current practice is relevant only as the starting 
point from which the parties depart in reaching a new agreement. If it 
were used as the standard by which the parties or some tribunal are to 
determine the new wage rate, there would never be any changes and 
labor would be helpless in its effort to improve and not merely to sta-
bilize its standard of living. 

In groping for some more promising solution, the suggestion is often 
made that the President call a conference of representatives of manage-
ment and labor, and perhaps of the public, similar to that which he 
summoned in the autumn of 1945. There were high hopes for that con-
ference, and it took place under conditions far more favorable to its suc-
cess than those which normally prevail. There was little disturbance in 
labor relations. Prices were stable. Industrial managers were looking 
forward to great and profitable markets which would absorb their total 
possible production, and were eager to prepare the foundation for peace-
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ful labor relations which would protect them against interruptions in 
their profitable operations. Labor was enjoying a standard of living 
which was far above any in its experience, but was disturbed by the 
knowledge that many adjustments would have to be made in the recon-
version process and was searching for the highest possible degree of 
security. On each side, there was a disposition to enter upon negotia-
tions upon the assumption that in the postwar world the relations of 
labor and management would be marked by the cooperation of the war 
period, not by the mutual distrust of old. But even under these favorable 
conditions, the conference had few results. After weeks of earnest 
effort, the participants were unable to convert into specific agreements 
and understandings the promptings of good-will which had brought them 
together. 

If an attempt is made to make further progress toward the goal of 
better economic adjustments by organizing a labor-management confer-
ence rather than by establishing such a commission as the President pro-
posed in his State of the Union message in January, 1947, preparatory 
work would be as necessary as in the case of international conferences. 
The area within which there is some real chance of agreement should 
be ascertained by extensive preliminary inquiry, and an agenda should 
be prepared and agreed upon through which fruitful subjects might be 
carried to a conclusion and the conference not led into disagreements 
upon points not yet within the area of possible agreement. 

Such an agenda should not concentrate upon those legislative efforts 
through which management or labor has in the past endeavored to 
obtain some advantage over the other. Nor should it endeavor to arrive 
at specific wage or price agreements. It should concentrate upon those 
discerning analyses of conditions throughout the economy, both imme-
diate and long-range, from which might be deduced some standards 
that management and labor could later apply in the course of their ne-
gotiations. These standards would not be binding; they would be pri-
marily informational in character. But from them might emerge, after 
a testing period of time and experience, a better reasoned and therefore 
more workable formulation of wage policies to be applied through col-
lective bargaining. Agricultural representatives should also participate 
in any such conference, because industrial wage and price policies can-
not be disassociated from the problem of agriculture's share in the out-
put of the whole economy. Basic economic studies that would be rele-
vant to such an endeavor have been undertaken by the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers, in cooperation with many groups and individuals, and 
they are referred to in Part I of this report. 

Above all these specifics, management and labor must have ever-
increasing confidence, based upon deeds rather than promises, that the 
Government is fulfilling its commitment under the Employment Act to 
use all its resources to help maintain an economy of maximum employ-
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ment, production, and purchasing power. The haunting fear of another 
depression must be removed. So long as it overhangs, no group can be 
expected to surrender its immediate prospects of gain in favor of a 
future that is too hazy and threatening to be relied upon. 

RECONCILING ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL OBJECTIVES 

The Council was not furnished with a clean page upon which to 
write policies, consistent with free competitive enterprise, which might 
contribute to economic stability. We could no more neglect programs 
which have become a settled part of national policy than fail to con-
sider the limits of human and material resources. A great nation has 
many objectives, and social and political programs to which the popular 
voice has assigned supreme importance cannot be set aside in order to 
simplify the making of purely economic policies. The task is rather 
to devise those economic policies which will be effective and at the same 
time permit other programs to move forward. And even among eco-
nomic policies, there are bound to be conflicts of method and emphasis 
which often cannot be resolved by abandoning one in favor of the 
other. Compromise among them must be made to effect reconcilement 
to over-all objectives. 

The farm price support policy of the Government has been under 
continuous attack during discussion of the anti-inflation program of 
the President. It has been argued that the farm policy is responsible 
for much of the inflationary pressure and is an obstacle to the reduction 
of food prices. The Council has approved the general policy of sup-
porting farm prices, so that the agricultural segment of the economy 
might not again collapse as it did in 1920 and undermine the financial, 
commercial, and industrial segments. The fact that this support-ma-
chinery has not yet been perfected is not a sufficient reason for abandon-
ing it. But even if the Council did not approve that policy, we would 
not be realistic if our recommendations were based upon the assumption 
that it would be abandoned. A long legislative history has attested the 
strength of the popular affirmation of the farm price policy. 

The Government's housing program, with its deliberate promotion of 
easy credit, may seem an anomaly in a period when the country is 
seriously concerned over an inflationary movement. It must be accepted 
because of the seriousness of the housing shortage, and anti-inflationary 
policies must be devised to curb inflation even while the expansion of 
housing is being encouraged. 

Social-security laws and related statutes may add to the cost of pro-
duction in the short run by imposing upon employers an obligation to 
contribute to reserve funds for unemployment insurance and disability 
and retirement allowances, and may limit the efforts of management to 
reduce costs of production by paying sweat-shop wage rates, by estab-
lishing long workweeks, or by employing women or children. The 
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judgment of the Council members as economists is that these measures, 
wisely adjusted, add to productivity and thus lower costs in the long 
run. But even if we held the view of those economists who think other-
wise, we would have to recognize that these measures are firmly estab-
lished and that they will be expanded rather than restricted. Our 
analysis must be directed to questions of how fast and in what forms. 

A basic feature of our economy for many years to come will be a 
Federal budget much greater, in proportion to the national income, than 
any before World War I. Despite the inveterate propensity of business-
men and other citizens to complain about the cost of government and to 
argue that the level of taxation required to cover this cost was oppressive, 
the earlier Federal budgets which represented only 2 or 3 percent of the 
national income had little influence upon economic conditions. The 
budgets of all levels of government before World War I were not large 
enough to create real difficulty in putting into effect any desirable eco-
nomic policy supported by confirmed public opinion. 

The consequences of World War I carried the Federal budget high 
enough, in relation to national income, to give a new importance to 
fiscal policy. World War II has compelled the adoption of national 
policies which require a Federal budget of $40,000,000,000 or more. 
This is about one-fifth of the national income, and the collection and 
expenditure of this amount has an important impact upon the economy. 
Every suggestion that stability should be fortified by the reduction of 
public expenditures runs up against the hard fact that they are deter-
mined by Government activities which are given overwhelming support 
by the American people. The military ingredient is apparently destined 
to be a much larger factor for some time than we had supposed would 
be the case after World War II was "won." 

A major part of our large budget is fixed by the requirements of the 
interest charge on the public debt, pledges of awards and allowances to 
veterans, and the established peacetime functions of Government under 
settled programs. But almost half of the budget is related to national 
defense, foreign aid, and public works. In theory, there is a very wide 
area of discretion in fixing expenditures for these purposes. Actually, 
there is no basis for any plan which assumes that there will be any sub-
stantial reduction. Public sentiment firmly supports the foreign-aid 
policy; it demands a national defense program sufficient to protect na-
tional security; it refuses wholly to defer during the period of our 
greatest national prosperity the public works which had to be set aside 
during the war years and which are now needed more badly than ever. 

As the discussion of the anti-inflation program of the President has 
progressed, it has become increasingly evident that one of the central 
issues in national policy for years to come will be the management of the 
public debt. A debt of more than $250,000,000,000 determines some 
aspects of every economic policy and comes into the analysis of every 
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economic problem. The proposal to increase bank reserve requirements 
was countered by the proposal that there should be a change of the debt-
management policy because it foreclosed the control of credit by the use 
of the orthodox method of increasing discount rates. Most of the bankers 
supported the policy of the Treasury and Board of Governors to sustain 
the Government bond market, but powerful leaders among them are 
outspoken in challenging the policy and they are joined by many pro-
fessional experts. 

The Government bond-support program presents a situation which 
well illustrates the problems of the Council in devising policies to stabilize 
the economy. We cannot propose that the inflationary threat be met by 
action which would create even greater danger. Whatever plan we pro-
pose must fit into the pattern established by all other important and 
necessary policies of the Government. Inflation is dangerous, and it is 
fed by our cheap-money policy. But it would be reckless to modify that 
policy by changes which might create uneasiness about the national credit 
and disorder in financial markets at a time when the nation must support 
a vast public debt. A large part of this debt matures within a few 
months and must be refunded by new loans. Additions to it could be 
required by some new emergency. 

Some business writers and economists may find easy sport in pointing 
out that the Council of Economic Advisers takes into account "political 
considerations." The Council strives constantly for the highest degree 
of objectivity obtainable by economists in the public service. But we 
would be subjective indeed if we failed to recognize that the Employment 
Act is an endeavor in political science no less than in economics; that 
the whole range of questions touching why economic man acts as he does 
falls necessarily within the scope of our study; and that the raw materials 
which we have to process and synthesize in formulating "national eco-
nomic policies" must pay attention to all three of these words and not only 
to the word "economic." 

SOME LIMITATIONS OF ECONOMIC SCIENCE 

Economics is a social science, not a natural science. While a few 
of its basic laws are of a somewhat mechanistic character, they express 
themselves through the inadequately informed, whimsical, and often per-
verse behavior of millions of human individuals. The professional econ-
omist and the lay economist in the post of industrial, financial, or labor 
executive must, therefore, not merely have a grasp of basic principles. 
They must also know how to apply these principles reasonably to the 
realities of human behavior within the setting of legal institutions, ac-
cepted policies and existing circumstances—however much they may 
seek to improve these conditions in the future. To attempt to secure 
economic stabilization at high levels of production and consumption, 
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under these complex facts, is a formidable undertaking. And yet every-
thing implicit in the Employment Act of 1946 and free America will be 
satisfied with nothing less. 

Inevitably, even the best-trained economists and most able business 
and labor executives in some measure disagree as to how masses of free 
but not always enlightened consumers and producers will respond to 
economic forces and incentives. Perhaps psychologists will some day 
give us much-needed light on the real springs of human action—both 
logical and whimsical. Meanwhile economic analysis and statistical 
recording and correlation should give us a better understanding of these 
phenomena from the outside, in terms of how they are actually working 
in contemporary action. 

It is the responsibility of the Council to synthesize the most adequate 
and reliable statistical data and the objective record of intentions and 
attitudes of those groups and agencies which in fact determine what the 
economy will or can do. We do not rely only upon a conventional 
theory of the business cycle. The very philosophy of the Employment 
Act is that a free and intelligent people can devise and follow policies 
geared to changing business conditions, which will serve constantly to 
check the excess or deficiency at any one of many points which might 
snowball into either explosive boom or paralyzing depression. 

The Council looks at the unfolding record of income payments and 
interprets the foreseeable trend of future markets for various goods. It 
learns all it can of the investment plans of business firms and the schedule 
of public works—Federal, State, and local; thereupon it estimates future 
demand for equipment and construction. It follows the course of public 
revenues and expenditures and the use of credit. It watches changes in 
the cost of living and observes the strength in the several parts of the 
labor market. On such data and the policies and attitudes expressed by 
the spokesmen of labor and management, it judges what is likely to 
develop in wage negotiations. It studies technological change and 
managerial improvement to gauge the trend of production costs, and 
feeds into that situation the prospective changes in wages. With this 
analysis, and taking careful account of crop prospects, it projects a mov-
ing picture of prices and price prospects. Adding up these many 
empirical observations and applying relatively simple principles of eco-
nomic influence and consequences, the Council is prepared to make its 
recommendations of preventive or corrective measures to lessen the 
disastrous swings of business. 

It is too much to hope that all economists will agree with our con-
clusions. But such differences as appear are not due to the absence of 
any useful body of principles among economists. They are due rather 
to differences in view as to the state of present and prospective facts to 
which the principles are being applied, and to differences as to what 
institutional situations and public policies should be taken for granted. 
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The explanation of the reason for the confusion which seems to exist 
in economic theory when it is turned into simple judgments upon spe-
cific policies is that usually there is a lack of agreement upon the situa-
tion to which the judgment applies. An economic phenomenon which 
will lead to one result under one set of circumstances may lead to an-
other and very different result when the circumstances are changed. 
A tax reduction which is inflationary in a given factual situation might 
quickly have the opposite effect upon prices if the larger business ac-
tivity induced by it brought about a large increase in the volume of pro-
duction. The judgment of the economist about the way it would ac-
tually work would depend not upon his opinion about the general eco-
nomic principle, but upon his views of an entirely different matter, 
namely, the possibility that the factual situation involving the volume of 
production might be altered. 

It is also true that each of several conflicting rules of economic conduct 
may operate at the same time in a given economic environment, and 
what seems to be a difference between economists who comment upon 
a subject may only mean that each is looking at a different segment. A 
lowering in the rate of interest may very well cause those who are saving 
for reasons of future security to save more, while those who save for in-
vestment for current income purposes may save less. This will mean 
that the lowered interest rate will reduce the volume of investment by 
the latter group, thereby vindicating the economist who says that low 
interest rates retard investment; but the same lowered interest rates 
will induce the entrepreneur to expand his operations, proving that the 
opposite economic judgment is also correct. 

The task of bringing economists into sufficient agreement upon a ques-
tion of specific policy to meet national needs, and to find a process by 
which the professional consensus may be established, is hard but by no 
means hopeless. There is an unbridgeable chasm between those who 
adhere to ultraconservative theories of governmental nonintervention 
and those who advocate collectivism, but there are relatively few econo-
mists in either extreme group. Most of the profession are to be found 
within a rather limited area in the center, where their differences upon 
basic principles are few. Their vigorous arguments about the precise 
practical policy to which their analysis leads often hide the fact that 
there is a central point not far from the position each of them takes. 

It is out of the question to consider the creation of a supreme tribunal 
to declare economic principles and to apply them to practical problems 
in the manner the courts declare legal principles and order their applica-
tion to legal disputes. When the highest court declares a rule of law, it 
becomes the law; no official pronouncement makes an economic prin-
ciple true. The controversy about every point of economic theory and 
analysis does not permit the Council to emulate the courts and thus give 
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to their judgments the solemn appearance of science by generous quota-
tions from "authorities." 

Upon some major points, professional opinion is fairly well crystalized 
and the Council can move with confidence. The ways in which the 
Government might act to halt inflation are standardized in the textbook. 
What the Government might do to counteract depression is an evolving 
subject, but the new items being added to the list are little more than 
refinements of points which had gained general acceptance 10 years ago. 

In some degree this is true of the economic theory of taxation. A 
considerable consensus is developing among economists concerning the 
principle of tax policy to be applied to different economic circumstances. 
The arguments which rage in congressional halls may have the appear-
ance of being buttressed with conflicting professional support. But 
they are likely to be the outmoded products of earlier theories applicable, 
if at all, to simple conditions and not relevant to the present search for 
economic stability. 

There are a few major gaps which the economist must fill, however, 
before business analysis can be perfected and policy determination can 
proceed upon a more confident basis. Notwithstanding the great 
amount of attention given to the influence of capital investment upon 
economic conditions, the Council has not found adequate quantitative 
analyses that determine a sustainable relationship between the increase 
in productive capacity and the increase in consumers' markets. As a 
matter of fact, in our corporate economy we know little about the way 
investment decisions come about and what decisive factors are taken 
into consideration. The Council has joined the few economists and 
groups who have pioneered in this area. The work must of necessity 
be of an experimental character. It is hoped that the economic pro-
fession will give increasing attention to the problems of relationships 
among production, capacity, investment, and consumption for the 
economy as a whole and for specific branches. 

It is important to know whether the continued good health of our 
free economy requires capital investment at a rate which bears some 
ascertainable relation to national income or to some other economic land-
mark. A determination that it does would immediately give distinct 
form to the problem of bringing about those conditions which induce 
and support the necessary volume of investment. 

A condition which has given the Council great difficulty is the lack of 
criteria by which to determine the relationships among prices, wages, 
and profits which are workable, in the sense that they contribute in the 
largest possible degree to economic stability. Adequate knowledge upon 
this point would add to the certainty of judgment about maladjustments 
in the economy. It would furnish the objective basis which must be 
found for the determination of proper wage rates ere collective bar-
gaining between labor and management can be anything but a match-
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ing of economic power. It would supply a standard of proper prices in 
the expanding area of administered-price industries, where the forces 
of small-unit competition do not control the market. 

It is not to be expected that abstract theory can produce any rule 
which determines this stabilizing relationship among wages, prices, and 
profits, or between any two of them. But it is not too much to hope that, 
through empirical observation, reenforced by economic analysis and 
judgment, it will be possible to make progress in ascertaining the respec-
tive movements which will contribute toward improved stability. This 
process can lead to no single categorical conclusion. There are countless 
other conditions which influence the level of business activity, and no 
combination of them is ever repeated. But it should be possible to weigh 
with some assurance whether the particular relationship among wages, 
prices, and profits in any given situation had contributed to satisfactory 
general results. From this might be derived the character of adjust-
ments needed in changing circumstances. 

The Council, in performing its function, cannot await the perfecting 
of economic analysis. We must use the best formulations available, and 
seek to improve the methods by which they can be applied to real and 
fast-changing conditions. The consultative method which the Council 
is slowly building up is a step in that direction. The collective-bargain-
ing procedure affords a large area for experimental methods of economic 
adjustment as general principles are applied to stubborn economic facts. 
In questions of Federal spending and taxation, the Halls of Congress 
offer the laboratory in which workable economic adjustments have to 
be sought. At this point the guidance of the Joint Committee on the 
Economic Report of the President should prove especially valuable. 

But beyond these and other intimate associations with those who in-
fluence the course of events, the Council has at its disposal whatever 
sources of facts and whatever methods of technical economic analysis 
are available to anybody. Its success depends in part upon the qualities 
of judgment which it brings to bear upon the fertile intellectual work to 
which it is heir. The principal limitations are imposed by the fact that 
no collection of data can comprehend the enormous variety of economic 
relationships and no techniques of analysis can forecast with assurance 
the actions and reactions of a free people. 

There is no royal road to economic stability by the route of informed 
judgment, to say nothing of the route of political vagaries. But there is 
a slow and painful road, through the process of bringing the best avail-
able thought and knowledge to bear upon the process, and through the 
willingness of those who exercise political and economic power to be 
guided by such thought. 
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POLITICAL DEMOCRACY AND T H E EMPLOYMENT ACT 

Early experience under the Employment Act of 1946 has brought 
into sharp focus the practical difficulties which lie between the initiation 
of a national economic policy and the adoption of that policy by the 
Congress. Our American democracy will yield only slowly to the need 
for the deliberate formulation and integration of national policies in the 
interest of sustained prosperity. 

It is a fundamental assumption in our political philosophy that it 
is the right and obligation of every citizen to express his judgment upon 
all proposals related to government action, and endeavor through his 
ballot to make it effective. It is the established practice within our po-
litical system for any citizen to exert such influence as he may have in 
the interest of any legislative proposal in which he is concerned. It is his 
acknowledged right to join with others of like interests in an organized 
and aggressive effort to induce legislators to protect and foster those 
interests. Americans like these political privileges, and they exercise 
them confidently, with no sense of social impropriety. This has led, 
however, to the formation of special interest groups, to struggles and 
trades among economic blocs, and to political logrolling on the gravest 
matters of economic well-being. 

Toward meeting the difficulties of reconciling coordinated national 
economic policy with the practices of universal suffrage and the un-
limited freedom to unite group interests, we believe that the Employment 
Act of 1946 offers both a sound policy objective and an important dual 
machinery in the executive branch and in the Congress. The Council of 
Economic Advisers in the Executive Office of the President furnishes 
professional staffing, to enable the President to have national economic 
issues studied on an integrated basis above but not oblivious to the play 
of legitimate group interests. It facilitates his task of declaring his 
leadership in proposing annually to the Congress an economic policy 
conceived in the continuing interest of the whole people. The Joint 
Committee on the Economic Report in the Congress facilitates in a 
similar way the study of the policies embodied in all particular legislative 
proposals to see whether they comport with a comprehensive and 
internally consistent national economic policy. 

The first experience of the Council of Economic Advisers has thrown 
needed light upon the problems of integrated economic policy making. 
It has disclosed the tools which economic science has furnished to the 
economist who would foresee the course of economic events and who is 
charged with the task of proposing policies to maintain prosperity. It 
has tested the ability of the profession to offer guiding lights to the states-
men. It has furnished some indication of the attitudes of important 
economic groups and of the prospect for voluntary, self-denying action 
by them. 
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The period has been one of economic changes which have tested the 
ability of the Council to interpret correctly the trend of business, without 
which its advice would be irrelevant. A major and dangerous infla-
tionary movement has required the Council to propose a program which, 
while fitting into the pattern of total national policy, will forestall the 
economic collapse which is the usual sequel to an inflationary boom. 
Several times the Council has had occasion, as required of it by the 
Employment Act, to appraise important government policies as they 
affect the attainment of the objectives of the Employment Act. It has 
had many meetings with advisory committees of labor leaders, business-
men, farmers, and consumers. 

In the jagged manner which is typical of the progress of social policy 
in this country, we shall move in developing our own peculiar pattern of 
business and government activity in a mixed economy which is neither 
a planned society nor a system of laissez faire. Every problem met by 
the Council of Economic Advisers in the first 2 years will be repeated 
many times, and its experience is accumulating lessons of future value. 

In its first report in December 1946, a few weeks after it had begun 
to operate, the Council expressed the opinion that the provisions of the 
Employment Act of 1946 were well adapted to carrying out the policy 
of economic stabilization, and that the President and the Council have 
been given ample authority to prepare and propose programs as broad 
as is possible if the system of free competitive enterprise is to be main-
tained. 

After 2 years, this favorable view of the Employment Act has been 
confirmed, and the Council sees no need for any amendments. The 
desirability of the general terms of the statute, rather than detailed and 
specific provisions, has been demonstrated. The bill which was intro-
duced in the Senate was focused upon the problems of unemployment 
and depression, but the conditions which have called for the formulation 
of a program turned out to be those of an economy of full employment 
and of rising prices. The Employment Act, as it evolved from the fire 
of congressional debate, is just as well fitted to the needs of that situation 
as it is adapted to action to enlarge employment and to counteract de-
flation. If the integration of government policies and programs to main-
tain maximum production and employment proceeds haltingly or in-
effectively, it will be because of the difficulties inherent in our economic 
and political institutions, or because of the human shortcomings of those 
administering the Act. The Act gives to the President and the Council 
of Economic Advisers the fullest opportunity to draw upon all of the 
resources of economic science as well as upon the practical experience 
of business, labor, and agricultural organizations. It permits the Presi-
dent to propose and the Congress to consider whatever measures may 
result from the application of these resources to the economic problems 
of our times. 
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